Abstract-User mobility characteristics and cell shapes in urban microcellular environments are different from those in macrocellular environments because pedestrians walk along streets and radio signals are guided by tall buildings lining both sides of the streets. Urban area microcell shapes follow approximately the street pattern. In this paper, we characterize low-tier user mobility in typical urban microcells: cross-shaped cells and cigar-shaped cells, and then evaluate and compare the two types of microcell. The results show that the more suitable cell shape with respect to handoff traffic and its signaling load is determined by the probability of straight movement at an intersection. On the other hand, blocking probability in low-tier microcells mainly depends on the cell size, not the shape. This framework and its numerical results can be utilized in determining the cell shape and size of urban microcellular systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HERE has been a growing demand for wireless communication services worldwide, and we can foresee that this demand will increase more rapidly in urban areas. Urban microcellular systems have many different features, compared with macrocellular systems. In urban microcellular environments, small-sized base station (BS) antennas are mounted at lower heights than those of the surrounding buildings, and the modulated signal is transmitted at low-output power levels. This transmitted radio signal propagates along the line-of-sight (LOS) path and sharply attenuates in other directions due to shadows of tall buildings [1] - [6] . As a result of these effects, urban microcell shapes may approximately follow the street pattern [7] - [10] .
User mobility characteristics in urban microcellular environments are also different from those in macrocellular environments which are usually modeled by circular or hexagonal cells [11] . For macrocellular systems, user mobility has been modeled as a random motion or one-directional motion in many Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9545(00)00641-1.
studies [12] - [19] . However, for the urban microcellular environment where pedestrians walk along streets and sometimes cross over to adjoining streets or enter neighboring buildings, we need to more accurately model the various user mobility features because they may affect system performances. Steele [21] analyzed the traffic performance considering user mobility in urban microcells. However, for simplicity, he assumed that each microcell consists of one city block and restricted user mobility to three microcells. In this paper, we introduce two models of urban microcells: cross-shaped cells and cigar-shaped cells, and then investigate effects of low-tier user mobility characteristics on the performance of these two types of urban microcell. In our mobility analysis, we consider some typical user movements in urban areas such as straight movement along a street, entering a building, and turning at an intersection. According to the various user-movement patterns, some types of call are defined: new calls, out-of-building calls, turning-handoff calls, and straight-handoff calls. We obtain average channel holding time of each call type. In addition, we obtain handoff call arrival rates under the assumption that new calls are generated by a Poisson process at uniformly distributed random points on streets. In various urban environments, we finally evaluate and compare the system performance of cross-and cigar-shaped urban microcells using an loss queueing model in terms of the average number of handoffs per call, call blocking probability, and number of channels required. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, two models of cell shapes, i.e., a cross-shape and a cigar-shape are introduced and some examples of user movements in these environments are illustrated. In Section III, the user's moving behaviors in the two types of urban microcell are mathematically described, and then the performance is analyzed. In Section IV, numerical results in various urban environments are obtained and some conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. USER MOBILITY IN CROSS-AND CIGAR-SHAPED CELLS
We consider an urban area where random-sized buildings are arranged along regular-patterned streets. Figs. 1 and 2 show two types of urban microcell. A BS antenna located at an intersection covers a cross-shaped area, while a BS antenna located at the center of a block forms a cigar-shaped cell. User motions in urban low-tier cells include straight movement along a street, entering a building, and turning at an intersection. 2 show these user motions in the two types of microcell. A movement into a building, e.g., {3} or {9} causes a handoff to the indoor system. In this paper, we assume seamless services by interworking between public outdoor systems and private indoor systems; all indoor wireless systems are installed in private networks with their own radio channel resources, and they interact with public outdoor microcellular systems through intersystem handoffs. The calls from/into a building are named out-of-building/into-building calls, respectively. In our analysis, we focus on only a public outdoor system, not an overall public/private system. Outdoor-to-outdoor handoff calls are only considered as handoff calls. A right-angled turn within the cross-shaped cell like {1} does not cause any handoff, whereas all right-angled turns in the cigar-shaped cell like {8} require handoffs which are called turning-handoffs. Crossing the cell boundary like {4}, {5}, and {7} also causes a handoff to the next microcell. We name the case of {7} a straight-handoff. The movement {10} within Cell_B does not make a handoff to Cell_A at an intersection because we assume in this paper that a handoff does not occur if the received signal power from a current cell is strong enough to communicate, although a stronger candidate cell appears. Cases {2} and {6} represent call completions within the cells.
III. PERFORMANCE MODEL
In this section, we propose a mathematical model to evaluate the performance of the two systems: cross-shaped cells and cigar-shaped cells. We assume that both new calls and out-ofbuilding calls are generated by Poisson processes with arrival rates, and , respectively. In addition, we assume that handoff calls from outdoor neighboring cells, such as straighthandoff calls and turning-handoff calls also occur by Poisson processes. Call holding time,
, is assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean . Then, out-of-building calls are identical to new calls as long as no priority is given to them. We consider a grid-structured urban area with a regular block distance of . In this environment mobile users move with a constant speed .
If a cell has a finite number of channels , cross-and cigarshaped cells can be modeled as loss queueing systems based on the above assumptions. Utilizing the insensitivity property [], we can obtain the system state probabilities and analyze the cross-and cigar-shaped cell systems. Fig. 3 shows a cross-shaped cell model with various random variables. The cross-shaped cell consists of four intersecting street blocks with a BS located at an intersection. A mobile user uniformly makes a call on the blocks. From a call generation point, a user moves in either the direction to the nearest cell boundary or the other direction with probability, or , respectively. We assume that is equal to , i.e., . Random variable is defined as a distance from a call generation point to the nearest cell boundary. Random variable represents a distance from a call generation point to the cell boundary in the direction of movement. Random variable is a distance from a call generation point to the building gate through which the user enters the building, and is assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean . A new call needs an outdoor-to-outdoor handoff, which is simply called a handoff in this paper, if the caller does not enter any building and the call lasts until he crosses the cell boundary adjoining other cells. The probability that a new call requires a handoff is therefore given by Similarly, the probability that a handoff call which occupies a channel at a cell boundary requires another handoff is given by (5) Then the handoff call generation rate is [23] ( 6) where is the blocking probability in a nonprioritized handoff scheme. The average number of handoffs per call admitted into the network is obtained by handoffs occur more than times (7) There are three cases of channel releases: a call completion within a cell, an entering-a-building, and a handoff to the next cell. The channel holding time is defined as (8) sojourn time from a channel occupancy to an entering-a-building; sojourn time from a channel occupancy to passing over a cell boundary, respectively. The random variable is different according to call types, i.e., new calls and handoff calls. Therefore, the cdf of , can be expressed as [refer to Appendix A] (9) where index ( ) indicates call types: new calls ( ), handoff calls ( ). The cdf's in (9) are as follows.
A. Cross-Shaped Cell
• is given in (3).
• Since the variable is , the is derived from (2) as (10) • The variable is , and the variable has a uniform distribution on for new calls ( ) and a constant value of for handoff calls ( ). The probability density function (pdf) and the cdf of are shown in Fig. 4 . The cdf is represented by (11) where is a unit step function. We can obtain the average service rates for new calls and handoff calls , the reciprocal of average channel holding time, as (12) (13) Thus, the total offered load to the system is given by (14) The cross-shaped cell system can be approximated by an loss queueing system under the following assumptions.
• Call arrivals from two types of calls: new calls and handoff calls, approximately follow a Poisson process. This approximation is acceptable when user mobility is low or user traffic is homogeneous between a lot of cells as considered in this paper, while it may yield significant errors in blocking probability for handoff calls when user mobility is very high and user traffic is nonhomogeneous [24] .
• The service time defined as the minimum value of three differently distributed random variables has a general distribution.
• Each cell has a finite number of channels . The limiting distribution of the number of channels being occupied in this system, { } is identical to that of loss queueing systems due to the insensitivity property []. Therefore, the probability that channels are occupied by new calls and handoff calls is given by [24] (15)
The blocking probability is (16) which is known as the Erlang-B formula. We utilize an iterative method to compute the blocking probability because the total traffic load, depends on , as shown in (6) and (14) .
B. Cigar-Shaped Cell
Fig . 5 shows a cigar-shaped cell model with various random variables. All calls changing their directions at intersections need handoffs. Random variables and are the same as those in Fig. 3 . We can classify all calls into three types according to their channel holding time distributions which depend on the call generation points: new calls at random points, turning-handoff calls at intersections, and straight-handoff calls at cell boundaries.
is the length of the cigar-shaped cell. Random variables , , and represent the distances from channel occupancy points to turning-handoff points of new calls, straight-handoff calls, and turning-handoff calls, respectively. The random variable is a distance from the intersection at which a turning-handoff call occupies a channel to the cell boundary in a moving direction. A distance from a cell boundary to the nearest intersection is represented by a variable .
A call among new calls, straight-handoff calls and turning-handoff calls, causes a straight-handoff or a turning handoff with a probability which depends on the call type. The straight-handoff call rate is represented with , itself, and the turning-handoff call rate (17) where , , and denote the probabilities that a new call, a straight-handoff call, and a turning-handoff call cause a straight handoff, respectively, The solutions of the probabilities, , , and are given in Appendix B. Similarly, is derived as (18) where , , and denote the probabilities that a new call, a straight-handoff call, and a turning-handoff call cause a turning handoff, respectively, The solutions of the probabilities, , , and are given in Appendix B. Simultaneously solving (17) and (18), we can obtain the close-form solutions for and as shown in (19) and (20) , given at the bottom of the page.
Let and denote the average number of handoffs a straight-handoff call and a turning-handoff call experience until the call is completed. Then, the average number of handoffs per call is obtained by (21) where the relations between and are expressed as
From (22) and (23), the close-form solutions for and are obtained as There are four cases of channel releases: a call completion within a cell, an entering-a-building, a straight handoff, and a turning handoff. Similar to the cross-shaped cell case, the channel holding time is defined as (27) where and denote the sojourn times inside the cigarshaped cell from a channel occupancy to a straight handoff and a turning handoff, respectively. Expanding (9) 
(30) where denotes the probability of straight movement without turning at an intersection, and is related to the size of a cigarshaped cell and denotes the integer such that Therefore, the average service rates for new calls , straighthandoff calls and turning-handoff are given by (31) 
The total offered load is therefore given by
In a similar way to the case of the cross-shaped cell, we can also model this cigar-shaped microcellular system as an loss queueing system with three types of customer (call). The probability that channels are occupied by arriving calls is therefore given by (15) .
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we evaluate and compare cross-shaped cells and cigar-shaped cells for , and . User density is assumed to be uniform over the whole urban area. Two performance measures are mainly used.
• Average number of handoffs per call, which is related to signaling load on both radio link and switch.
• Blocking probability, which impacts on quality of service (QoS). Hardware cost for system implementation has to be also considered in the performance evaluation. Major items in system costs are listed as follows:
• transmitter power of BS, ; • number of BS's required to cover a given area, ; • number of channels per cell required to guarantee the target QoS, which affects the implementation cost for a BS. The transmitter power of a cross-shaped cell, is assumed to be identical to that of cigar-shaped cell for , because the distances between a BS and the cell boundary in both cell structures are identical. On the other hand, the area of a cross-shaped cell is identical to that of a cigar-shaped cell for . Therefore, the number of BS's required in both cell structures are also identical. The number of channels per cell required mainly depends on the amount of traffic load offered in a cell which may be directly related to the cell size in uniform traffic density areas. The relations of system costs between the microcells considered here are summarized as (35) The system performance measures of microcells and depend on user mobility characteristics, cell shape, and cell size. We first consider the effect of user mobility characteristics on the system performance. Variables , , and represent the probability of straight movement at an intersection, the average distance from a call generation point to an entering-building point, and the user speed, respectively. The parameters are determined according to surrounding environmental conditions such as street width, building arrangement, and user density. Varying the parameters, we can obtain numerical results in various urban environments. Then, we can determine which cell shape and size are appropriate in a given environment based on overall considerations of numerical results and system implementation costs together. Default parameter values used in the analysis are listed in Table I . 
A. Effects of Probability
is mainly affected by the size and the features of streets. For example, users along main streets usually have a large value of . Fig. 8 shows the average number of handoffs per call versus for varying the cell size. Cigar-shaped cells generate fewer handoffs, as increases. An intersection point on , where the average numbers of handoffs of cross-and cigar-shaped cells meet, moves to the left as the length of a cigar-shaped cell, increases;
, 0.73, and 0.66 for , , and , respectively. For the areas with smaller than the value of the intersection point, a cross-shaped cell is more desirable from the viewpoint of handoff signaling load. In real environments, it is difficult to exactly estimate the value of . However, what we need is just to determine whether the value of is larger or smaller than the threshold value (the value of the intersection point, ), not to obtain exact value of . Fig. 9 shows the blocking probabilities of cross-and cigarshaped cells for various . It is observed that the blocking probabilities hardly depend on . The blocking probability of a cross-shaped cell is almost identical to that of a cigar-shaped cell for because both cells have identical cell areas and, therefore, almost the same traffic load mainly composed of new call traffic load which is heavier than handoff call traffic load. For example, when = 0.5, new call traffic loads of cross-and cigar-shaped cells are 2.21 and 2.05 erlangs, respectively, while handoff call traffic loads are 0.54 and 0.70 erlangs, respectively. It is also observed that the larger the cigar-shaped cell is, the lower the blocking probability is. Table II shows the minimum number of channels required for %. Hardware cost for channel equipments, i.e., modulators and demodulators, is generally much cheaper than BS cost. The number of BS's in the cigar-shaped cell structure with is two times larger than for the cross-shaped one, although it can save hardware channel cost as shown in Table II . Moreover, the cigar-shaped cell may generate more handoff signaling load in a small region (Fig. 8) . The cigar-shaped cell structure with is identical to the cross-shaped one in terms of the numbers of channels and BS's required. In this case, a more attractive cell type is determined by calculating the required transmitter power of the BS and estimating the generated handoff traffic load. For example, in small regions, the cross-shaped cell is more desirable than the cigar-shaped cell with from the viewpoint of both BS transmitter power and handoff traffic load. The cigar-shaped cell structure with requires more channels and larger BS transmitter power compared to the cross-shaped one, while it reduces the number of BS's required.
B. Effects of Entering-a-Building Distance
The random variable is largely affected by characteristics of service areas such as residential areas, shopping centers, and business/financial sections. In a shopping center, for example, where many department stores are closely located and users frequently move from one building to another, the entering-a-building distance may be small. , , and generate more handoff calls than a cross-shaped cell, regardless of . Long entering-a-building distance causes channel holding time to be long. Therefore, blocking probabilities become larger as increases as shown in Fig. 11 . Similarly to the case of Fig. 9 , the blocking probability of a cigar-shaped cell with is nearly identical to that of a cross-shaped cell. Fig. 12 shows the number of channels required for %. The larger the cell is, the more channels are required. The areas with a small value of , for instance, shopping malls, require a small number of channels.
C. Effects of User Speed
User speed is largely affected by how crowded the service area is because users cannot walk fast in crowded streets. Fig. 13 shows the average number of handoffs per call versus for varying . Naturally, handoff calls occur more frequently when users move fast. It is also observed that cigar-shaped cells with Fig. 12 . Effect of entering-a-building distance on the number of channels required for P < 1%. , and generate more handoff calls than a crossshaped cell, regardless of , under a condition of . Fig. 14 illustrates the effect of user speed on blocking probability. As increases, users cross their cell boundaries and enter buildings more frequently, and, therefore, channel holding time becomes shorter, which means an increase in the call service rate Fig. 15 . Effect of user speed on the number of channels required for P < 1%.
µ. Since new call arrival rate is independent of user speed, new call traffic load , which occupies the most part of total traffic load, decreases. Therefore, blocking probabilities decrease. Fig. 15 shows the number of channels required for %. The areas where users move slowly require a large number of channels to support the users who may stay long in a cell.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we characterized user mobility in various urban environments using random variables such as entering-a-building distance, probability of straight movement at intersections, and user speed and then analyzed the effects of the mobility characteristics on the performance of typical urban microcells: cross-shaped cells and cigar-shaped cells.
In numerical examples, we evaluated and compared cross-shaped cells and cigar-shaped cells for varying the size of the cigar-shaped cells. The performance evaluations were focused on two performance measures. One is the average number of handoffs per call related to signaling load, and the other is the blocking probability related to user call traffic load. From the viewpoint of the average number of handoffs and the signaling traffic load, determination of cell shape depends on the probability of straight movement at intersections . A cross-shaped cell is better for the value below a threshold while a cigar-shaped cell is better for the value above the threshold. The threshold becomes smaller as the size of the cigar-shaped cell increases. Long entering-a-building distance and high user speed increase the number of handoffs. From the viewpoint of blocking probability, low-tier mobility features in different cell shapes are insignificant, and, therefore, the blocking probability mainly depends on cell size, not shape. The larger cell with the number of channels proportional to the cell size, the lower blocking probability. The probability hardly affects blocking probabilities. On the other hand, long entering-a-building distance and low user speed increase blocking probabilities.
The most desirable cell shape and size under the given environmental conditions have to be determined by evaluating each cell type in terms of blocking probability, handoff signaling traffic, BS transmitter power, and hardware cost for BS.
APPENDIX

A. Derivation of in the Cross-Shaped Cell
Using the probability law, we can obtain the (A-1) (17) and (18) The probability that random variable is smaller than the following three random variables , , and is given by (B-1) where
B. Derivation of the Probability Values in
In the similar way, other probability values in (17) and (18) 
